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ome workers will leave your firm 
to join the “gig” economy as a 
transition to retirement. Others 
will join your firm after spending 

much of their working career in the 
“gig” economy. What have you done and 
what can you do to help them prepare for a 
financially successful retirement?

The Impact on  
Retirement Preparation
Eligibility/Turnover
Historically, most “gig” employment is 
temporary in nature and doesn’t offer 
retirement benefits.2 Some regular, 
indefinite employment doesn’t include 
access to an employer-sponsored plan 
and, even where a plan is offered, 
some eligible employees fail to enroll.3 
Many workers won’t accrue significant 
assets due to turnover.4 Few Americans 
contribute to Individual Retirement 
Accounts.5 Finally, too many employ-
ees cash out their retirement savings 
upon separation.6

Adequate Preparation Requires  
Consistent Saving
Consistent saving makes all the differ-
ence — the consistent savers’ $167,330 
average account balance was double 
that of all participants — $75,358. The 
$82,338 median for consistent savers 
was almost five times that of all partici-
pants — $16,836.7

What Have You Done?  
What Can You Do?
Beyond Traditional 401(k) Designs:
The worker behaviors identified above 
are not new trends. As a plan sponsor, 
you may want to consider:

• Adding Roth 401(k) provisions and 
consider changing your automatic 
enrollment default from pre-tax  
to Roth.8

• Adding Deemed IRA provisions  
to facilitate account aggregation/
consolidation, and to reduce leakage 
by allowing:
w Rollover of Roth IRA monies into 

your plan, and
w Workers to contribute more while 

employed and even after employ-
ment ends — the maximum IRA 

contribution in 2019 is $6,000, plus 
$1,000 catch-up for those age 50+.

• Offering the “right” kind of  
liquidity, avoid the “wrong”  
kind of liquidity:
w Add 21st century loan capability 

(electronic banking, line-of-credit 
processing) so workers can initiate 
a loan and continue loan payments 
after separation,
w Curtail pre-retirement withdrawals.9

• Adopting a marketing campaign 
to “preserve” retirement assets by 
facilitating rollovers into your plan 
and avoiding leakage from plan 
loan defaults, at hire and perennially 
thereafter — even after separation 
from employment (see sidebar on 
next page). Studies show significant 
leakage where account balances are 
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“Gig”: A military demerit; to work as a musician; a spear for catching fish; a light 2-wheeled, one-horse carriage;  
  or, a job, usually for a specified period of time. The impact of “gig” employment on retirement in America is uncertain.1

S

Preserving Retirement Assets by Facilitating Rollovers of Plan Loans

Typical situations: Employee has a loan outstanding at separation — whether from a predecessor 
employer’s plan or a subsequent employer’s plan.
1. First example: She has an account balance of $15,000 of which $7,000 is outstanding loan 

principal. First, direct transfer/rollover the other $8,000. Allow a loan of $7,000 from your plan 
and use those funds to complete the rollover (using, as necessary, your plan’s electronic 
banking, 21st Century loan processing capability).

2. Second example: She has an account balance of $100,000, $50,000 is an outstanding loan. 
First, repeat the process in the first example. If the maximum loan is insufficient to complete 
the rollover, iteratively and repeatedly borrow the maximum and rollover those monies (lever-
aging your plan’s line-of-credit functionality) until completing the rollover of the full $50,000. 
Generally, under provisions added by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 for loans defaulted on 
or after January 1, 2018, the participant must complete the rollover process prior to the due 
date (with extensions) for filing the participant’s federal income tax return.
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“small” — less leakage once account 
balances exceed a critical mass of 
approximately $20,000.10

Retaining participants and assets helps 
your plan and your plan’s partici-
pants by adding to economies of scale. 
Facilitating IRA contributions while 

employed and after separation while 
concurrently aggregating/consolidat-
ing retirement assets has the same 
effect. As necessary, consider adjusting 
administrative fees.11

Don’t let the “gig” become a 
demerit.

Jack Towarnicky is the Executive Director 
of PSCA.


